Function and Application

The Recessed Chamber Filter Press (RCF Press) is recognized as the most efficient method of liquid/solid separation by pressure filtration. Its performance is far beyond the capabilities of other liquid/solids separation devices for dewatering and filtration. The RCF Press produces low TSS filtrate filter cakes of 20 to 85 percent solids, depending on the product.

For the process industry, the RCF Press uses lower wash volumes with more uniformity than other types of equipment to wash filter cakes more efficiently.

Listed below are just some of the applications in which the RCF Press is efficient and cost effective:

- Dewatering of industrial and municipal sludges
- Processing of pigments and dyestuffs
- Dewatering of hazardous waste
- Reduction of waste solids
- Wine filtration
- Processing of pharmaceutical and chemical products
- Product filtration and washing
- Recovery of precious metals
- Clarification of acids, solvents and process solutions
- Food processing
By simply changing the filter cloths or plates, the RCF Press readily adapts to changes in product and process applications. Because the RCF Press processes such great operational flexibility, it can be the solution to several problems and/or processing requirements by simply making minor changes.

The RCF Press hydraulic closing system is pneumatically operated, with no electrical components. Minimal volumes of in-plant compressed air are required for operation, adding to the outstanding energy saving and safety benefits of the RCF Press. Optional motor driven hydraulic systems are available.

Unanticipated expansion of the RCF Press is easily accomplished by installing longer side bars and adding filter plates. For anticipated future expansion, the RCF Press can be supplied with extended sidebars and a removable expansion piece.

The RCF Press, when used for solution filtration in the filtration mode, is constructed to easily and uniformly precoat the filtration surface, therefore providing high throughput, long filter runs and superior filtrate clarity.

Aries equipment engineers can custom design and manufacture a filtration system for your individual need and application.

**Operation**

Particles under pressure are uniformly deposited on the surface of the filter cloth. This initial build-up becomes the filtering media. This clear filtrate passes through the cloth and is channeled to the discharge ports. The discharge will stop when the chambers fill with solids and the feed pump is the turned off.

To remove any excess liquid remaining in the press, air blowdown is used. To accomplish this, air is blown into the center feed line directly as the line enters the head plate. This will dewater the centers of each plate and force most of the free water out of the discharge eyes.

For required product washing, the washing agent may be introduced in two separate ways. It may be pumped in through a discharge port as a backwash, or through the centerfeed inlet as a follow-through wash after initial dewatering. Upon wash completion, a short air blowdown is used to remove any excess washing agent. At this point the press is opened by turning the sidebar switch to the "open" position and sliding the lightweight plates apart, allowing dewatered cake to fall from the chamber recesses. The press can be back in operation within a minimal amount of time.

Hand cranking or pumping to close the press is eliminated by a pneumatically actuated hydraulic pump. Varying temperatures and pressures that can expand or contract the polypropylene filter plate stack are automatically compensated for by the hydraulic pump.
Process Description

AIR BLOWDOWN
The center feed air blowdown is simple and effective. It doesn't require four discharge eye valves and a procedure. The standard press is equipped with an air inlet valve on the press feed inlet.

PLATES
The plates for the RCF Press include gasketed or non-gasketed chamber plates, membrane chamber plates, plates and frames. These plates are lightweight, easy to handle and clean. Other types of porting are also available.
Accepted as superior material by industry worldwide, polypropylene plates are lightweight corrosion resistant and provide long service life. Cost effective processing and handling are an added benefit of RCF Press plates as they provide effective filtration and liquid/solid separation, and produce low moisture filter cake.

RCF PLATE SHIFTER
A time and labor saving option, the air-powered plate shifter eliminates manual separation of the plates, simplifying the removal of filter cakes from the press. A push button switch with a deadman safety switch controls the plate shifter. The shifter will stop moving plates and return to the non-function position if the operator fails to maintain pressure on the control button. For maximum protection, all operating components are mounted in an enclosed housing.

EXPANSION CAPABILITY
By using a longer skeleton and removable expansion piece, future additional capacity can be constructed for the RCF Press. Because the expansion piece is used to occupy the space required for future plates, skeleton changes in the field are eliminated. Basically, the expansion piece is a tubular extension which fits onto the hydraulic cylinder and attaches to the traveling tailpiece with a high strength universal joint.

PRODUCT TESTING – SAMPLE SERVICE
To determine the feasibility of using the RCF Press for your process or application, Aries Equipment will run a sample analysis in our lab. Aries has 250 mm test presses available for field test work. Initial testing determines cloth type, plate style, chemical additives, operating pressure, and process time, assuming proper sizing of a RCF Press for your needs. Upon testing completion, you will be sent a lab report accompanied by an actual filtrate and cake sample which will demonstrate what a Recessed Chamber Filter Press can do for you.

- Filter Plates
  - gasketed
  - non-gasketed
  - plate and frame
  - membrane
- Plate Shifter
- Safety Light Curtains
- Self-Dumping Hoppers
- 55 Gallon Drum Discharge
  - chutes only
  - elevated platform and chutes
- Platforms Elevated Over Roll-Off Container
- Pre-Coat Systems
- Body Feed Systems
- Acid Wash Systems
- Sludge Thickener
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## RECESS CHAMBER FILTER PRESS - MODEL SIZE AND CAPACITY

| MODEL       | CAPACITY FT³ | 0.6 | 1   | 1.5 | 2   | 3   | 4   | 5   | 6   | 8   | 10  | 12  | 15  | 20  | 25  | 30  | 35  | 40  | 45  | 50  | 75  | 100 | 150 | 200 |
|-------------|--------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 470MM 18" x 18" plates W 37" H 51 1/8" | Length (in) | 38  | 40  | 49  | 55  | 70  | 86  | 4  | 6  | 10  | 13  | 20  | 27  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
|            | Chambers     |     |     |     |     |     |     | 4  | 6  | 10  | 13  | 20  | 27  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 630MM 25" x 25" plates W 37" H 51 1/8" | Length (in) | 75  | 81  | 84  | 91  | 98  | 107 | 10  | 13  | 17  | 20  | 27  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
|            | Chambers     |     |     |     |     |     |     | 3  | 5  | 7   | 10  | 13  | 17  | 20  | 27  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 800MM 31" x 31" plates W 43 1/2" H 58 1/2" | Length (in) |     |     |     |     |     |     | 142| 147| 155 | 164 | 173 | 186 | 208 | 230 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
|            | Chambers     |     |     |     |     |     |     | 10 | 12 | 16  | 20  | 23  | 29  | 39  | 49  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 1000MM 40" x 40" plates W 51 1/2" H 60 1/2" | Length (in) |     |     |     |     |     |     | 148| 162| 176 | 190 | 205 | 221 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
|            | Chambers     |     |     |     |     |     |     | 19 | 25 | 31  | 37  | 44  | 50  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 1200MM 48" x 48" plates W 60" H 74 1/2" | Length (in) |     |     |     |     |     |     | 202| 212| 222 | 273 | 322 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
|            | Chambers     |     |     |     |     |     |     | 33 | 37 | 42  | 62  | 83  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 1500MM 59" x 59" plates W 71" H 86" | Length (in) |     |     |     |     |     |     | 254| 287| 356 | 425 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
|            | Chambers     |     |     |     |     |     |     | 39 | 52 | 78  | 104 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |

Above capacities based on 32 mm (1 1/4") sludge cake thickness.